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Abstract As we consider the number of IoT time-sensitive applications , the transfer

of data to a remote data center and server such as Cloud, Fog, and Edge becomes

inefficient since the deadline constraint is not satisfied. Thus, ensuring that the IoT

time-sensitive applications meet their timing constraints is a challenge. Mist Com-

puting is closer to IoT devices, presenting the lowest communication delay but less

computational resource than the Cloud, Fog, and Edge. Seeing several IoT devices

use MQTT protocol to access the data due to its lightness and flexibility, we pro-

pose an architecture for IoT time-sensitive applications based on MQTT protocol

and integrating Mist Computing. We focus on distributing the MQTT brokers over

Mist nodes to satisfy the deadline constraints with the consideration of the limited

resource of Mist nodes. Hence, we propose an approach for the selection of the ap-

propriate MQTT Mist broker. We have also proposed MQTT communication model

that provides the M/M/1 based analysis for delay computing and energy conception.

The experiment results show that our proposal is very effective for time-sensitive

applications and also maximize the lifetime of IoT systems since it minimizes the

cumulative energy of the system. Compared to MQTT Edge broker distribution, our

solution provides the lesser delay of communication between IoT devices.
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1 Introduction

The Internet of Things, shorted as IoT, is a trending topic of our daily life, industrial

and researcher life. As technology continues to develop, the IoT sweep the world.

The main aim of the IoT is to allow communication between physical devices with-

out the human-been intervention by connecting them to the Internet. And for such

communication, every single physical device is being integrated with sensors and

actuators.

To permit communication in IoT systems, many messaging protocols have been

proposed to deal with limited capabilities of the physical devices i.e CoAP, MQTT.

And according to recent research, the use of the broker-based IoT middle-ware in-

crease swiftly due to its adapted properties with the requirements of IoT networks

namely the MQTT protocol. The MQTT messaging protocol allows connectivity in

IoT and M2M applications over TCP/IP networks using the Publisher-Subscribers

structure. IoT communications using MQTT are asynchronous. Here, every client

continues to do his tasks without blocking the CPU cycles just for waiting. In the

MQTT structure, a client can be either a sender of information, named the MQTT

publisher, or a receiver of the required information, called the MQTT subscriber,

at the same time. The MQTT clients exchange messages through a central server

known as the MQTT broker. The MQTT is a suitable communication protocol for

IoT systems since it has many characteristics that deal with IoT requirements. Gener-

ally, the MQTT is a lightweight protocol used in environments with low-bandwidth

and low-power. Despite the progress of using the MQTT protocol, however, it does

not allow real-time communications. Within real-time IoT applications, communi-

cation requires data delivery constraints. Generally, captured data delivery delays in

real-time IoT applications are bounded. Assuredly IoT communication in real-time

applications is problematic.

As the IoT devices have limited capabilities like low-power, limited memory, low

communication bandwidth, an increasing amount of Computing paradigm has been

proposed to provide several services such as Cloud Computing (CC), Fog Comput-

ing (FC), Edge Computing (EC), and Mist Computing (MC). The Mist Computing

paradigm is the center of interest in this study. In Mist Computing, IoT devices an-

alyze captured data locally instead-to transfer them to the Cloud. Such devices are

known as analysis servers, named Mist nodes. The real-time analytic of data make

the model of Mist Computing suitable for real-time applications.

Consequently, the fundamental key to the success of real-time IoT application is

the adaptation of the MQTT protocol according to the Mist Computing paradigm.

Intending to provide real-time communication, such adaptation refers to MQTT Bro-

ker Distribution in Mist Computing . Hence, the location of the MQTT broker is

of the utmost importance because all IoT devices escorted by the same topic must

know and be connected to the broker that answers within real-time constraints. As the

number of devices connected to the broker enlarge, more and more broker transfer la-

tency get larger owing to resources lessening e.g CPU, Power. Suitably, a mechanism

is required to select and set MQTT Brokers for IoT devices. Thus, this work aims

to propose an MQTT middle-ware based on Mist Computing, named MQTT-MBD,

to allow real-time communication in IoT time-sensitive applications, and propose a
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mechanism to discover the suitable broker for the publisher and subscribers related

to the same topic.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a general

overview of the messaging protocol used in this study which is MQTT. Section 3

surveys some of the recent works that use distributed MQTT middle-wares based on

Edge Computing in IoT systems. Section 4 introduce and describe the architecture

of distributed MQTT brokers based on Mist Computing. Section 5 introduce our pro-

posed MQTT-MBD approach by studying it’s principle and operation process needed

to connect to the suitable MQTT broker. Section 6 details the operation of the MQTT

broker selection and provides the algorithm for Mist Broker selection. Sections 7 and

8 introduce the models used to analyze the performances of the proposed approach,

in section 7 we analysis the end-to-end response time ,and in section 8 we provide

the energy and CPU models. Section 9 concerns the approach implementation and

the performance evaluation, in this section we show the effectiveness of the MQTT-

MBD approach and the MQTT broker selection process through experiments. Finally,

section 10 concludes the paper.

2 MQTT Protocol

The main focus of this work is the IoT messaging protocol. In this section, a general

overview of the MQTT protocol is given.

Message Queuing Telemetry Transport is widely known by the acronym MQTT,

is an IoT messaging protocol. MQTT is a lightweight and flexible messaging pro-

tocol based on the Publish-Subscribe communication pattern. Mainly designed for

constrained devices to minimize devices resources requirements and network band-

width. As figure1 shows, four main terminology appear in the process of message

exchange of MQTT. Let’s present these terminology to understand the message ex-

change process of MQTT.

– MQTT Publisher is an MQTT client that acts as a sender which send a message to

an MQTT broker to a particular topic, MQTT publishers are sensors like humidity

sensors.

– MQTT Broker is a server that receives all data from the MQTT publisher and

then routes the published data to the appropriate destination subscriber.

– Topic is considered as message subject that allows publisher and subscriber to

exchange data with a defined semantic.

– MQTT Subscriber is an MQTT client that acts as a receiver which subscribe to

receive a published data on a particular topic from the MQTT broker, MQTT

subscribers are entities which consume data such as smartphone, iPad or other

IoT device.

MQTT offer three level of Quality of Service (formed by QoS) for the process of

the message exchange between publishers and MQTT broker or between subscribers

and MQTT broker. The three level of QoS are 0, 1 and 2. The vocabulary QoS rep-

resent the message delivering assurance. The publisher or the subscriber are charged

to choose the QoS level. To learn more about the MQTT QoS, let’s dig just a bit
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Fig. 1 Message exchange process in MQTT

deeper into the message exchange process between the publisher and MQTT broker.

As shown in Figure 2 :

– QoS=0: the publisher sends message to Broker only once with QoS=0, in re-

sponse it does not wait for acknowlEdgement (ACK) from broker. In this QoS,

there is no guarantee that the broker receive the data sent by the publisher, and if

the data sent by the producer is not received by broker, it is lost as there are no

re-transmissions in this QoS.

– QoS=1: publisher sends the data to Broker at least once with QoS=1. To avoid

the problem of the loss of data (in level zero), the publisher waits for ACK (PUB-

ACK) from broker. If the ACK is not received after a predefined time interval

(Time Out), data is re-transmitted even if the broker receives the data sent by the

publisher.

– QoS=2: Publisher sends the data to Broker exactly once with QoS=2. Publisher

sends data to broker and wait for Publish Receive (PUBREC) message back. As

soon as the PUBREC is received, it discards the reference to published data and

Publish Released (PUBREL) to the broker. As soon as the PUBREL is received,

it complet the message exchange and Publish Complet (PUBCOM) to the Sender.

When both publisher and broker perform their tasks, it ensures successful mes-

sage delivery.

Fig. 2 Message exchange process between publisher and broker with QoS=0,1 and 2.
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The delivery of MQTT topics is important in the MQTT protocol. That’s why

MQTT has 3 delivery modes of message. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the

principle of each delivery mode :

– Default: The general principle of this mode is to filter the messages published by

topics, then check the correspondence between the topics of the filtered messages

and those of the registered customers. If a match is found the broker forwards the

published message to the subscribed clients. For this mode of delivery the broker

does not keep the messages in memory he serves the message immediately at the

time of his arrival to the server.

– Retain: In this mode, all subscribers do not wait to receive a topic, each time

they demand a value of the topic they will be served immediately. MQTT broker

always retains the last published event on a specific topic.

– Persistent: Here, every single subscribers open a persistent session with the bro-

ker to save all the published data on a topic. The use of this mode guarantees the

delivery of undelivered messages when the subscriber reconnects after discon-

nections.

3 Related Works

In recent years, the need for distributed paradigm has arisen for modern IoT systems

since the increase of the problems caused by an amount of connected IoT devices

in the Cloud Computing Paradigm. Although these paradigms serve the same pur-

pose, they do not all have the same communication function. Therefore, it is required

to change IoT middle-wares communication according to specific requirements. In

this sense, several related works are engaged in research to optimize existing MQTT

middle-wares. Wherefore, this section present and discuss the most recent research

focusing on Edge Computing architectures.

Rausch et al. [1] have proposed a distributed communication middleware of Edge

Computing application based on MQTT messaging protocol. The principal purpose

of the proposed middleware is to connect multiple clients to the available Brokers

with consideration of dynamic broker network topology and variation in the avail-

ability of resources. To this end, the authors have proposed a distributed brokers.

Publishers and subscribers are connected indirectly to the available brokers through

gateways deployed either for local or remote networks. In addition, they suggested

using an external control agent to verify the status of each broker. Broker status such

as broker failure and availability increased latency between gateway and broker in-

fluence and change MQTT client-broker connections established via a gateway.

To solve problems caused by massive communication in IoT architecture based

on Cloud Computing, Park et al. in [2] encouraged the usage of the Edge Comput-

ing paradigm. Given the advantages of the MQTT protocol, the authors have recom-

mended adapting and enhance the MQTT middle-ware to ensure data transmission,

the authors recommended. To do this, they suggest a static MQTT broker network

topology based on tree hierarchies. Besides, they began to propound the idea of cre-

ating per-topic multi-cast groups as an enhancement to the MQTT, and that by the use

of Software-defined networking (SDN) technology. The authors proposed to deploy
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an SDN controller to construct the multi-cast tree according to the gathering infor-

mation about clients. The SDN controller uses the master broker to collect clients’

information from the different slave brokers (Edge brokers).

The contributors [3] have proposed a distributed resource discovery architecture

for M2M communications based on MQTT protocol. IoT devices usually used to col-

lect data can look up other devices and their services in local networks or the Internet.

For this purpose, the framework is made up of two sniffer types in LAN: Local Snif-

fer and Internet Sniffer. Every LAN contains at least one Local Sniffer and exactly

one Internet Sniffer. MQTT-RD sniffer used for resource discovery is associated with

MQTT broker to communicate with other components. CloudMQTT is MQTT bro-

kers which are hosted on the public Cloud, those brokers are required to be used with

Internet sniffing communications on the Internet. Every Sniffer contains an informa-

tion file copy named Resource Collection about existing resources on the network. As

everyone knows the resources network topology is dynamic for this purpose sniffers

should update their resources collection files regularly. Information about MQTT de-

vices and sniffers should appear in the RC files for this purpose every resource needs

to register in a Sniffer. To register in a Sniffer, the resource should know his IP ad-

dress. To know the IP address of the appropriate Sniffer resources connects to the

same multi-cast IP address when joining the network. All resources connected to

that address can receive and respond to the ping message of new joining resources.

Through this process, every process can know the IP address of the sniffer to which

it will join.

The study on distributed MQTT middle-wares leads us to present a comparative

table of research works discussed above. Table 1 presents the classification metrics

supported for each approach. The classification metrics are:

– Distributed and decentralized: Describe the type of architecture of the middle-

ware. Distributed middle-ware architecture eliminate centralisation completely

where nodes are not co-located on the network but they are geography distributed.

Since goals of IoT application cannot be achieved using a single node this archi-

tecture is used to divide treatment over different nodes. In a decentralized archi-

tecture all the nodes of IoT system are equal and located in the same physical

location. Decentralized middle-ware architecture avoid the biggest problem of

single point of failure with centralized network. The central network owner are

multiple point of contact for information sharing. Information constantly copied

to multiple central owners.

– Real-time : Describe whether the studied middleware enable real-time commu-

nication. Time-sensitive IoT application need to operate in real-time and should

meet their deadlines. Continuously, data flow about events come from IoT sen-

sors and applications. Therefore, it is necessary to produce timely responses to

that events. This may involve reducing latency.

– Resource discovery and management: Describe whether the studied middle-ware

offer a mechanism for resource discovery and management. The resource discov-

ery is the search of topics by each device.

– Mobility support : Describe whether the studied middle-ware support devices

mobility. A significant number of devices in IoT environment is unstable, they
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changes place continuously. As a result, they should be reconfigure to succeed

join to IoT environment. According to the context of IoT environment some stud-

ied middle-wares take mobility into account.

– Dynamic configuration : Describe whether the studied middle-ware provide dy-

namic configuration. IoT environment are continuously monitor to determine

their changes and dynamically reconfigure the system accordingly in order to

minimise data loss, communication delays and reconfiguration costs.

– Zero configuration : New devices are automatically integrated into large IoT en-

vironments.

– Massive communication : As the amount of IoT devices connected to a node in-

crease causing massive connection to that point, therefore causing massive com-

munication to a single node.

– Transparently connection : Clients should be unaware of the broker architecture

neither their location, IP address and name and should be transparently connected

to brokers.

This study allows us to notice that:

– The use of a distributed MQTT broker architecture as [3,2,2] is gainful for mod-

ern real-time IoT scenario since this allows to avoid dependence problem between

the different component on the network.

– The common idea in the existing contributions [1] consist to provide MQTT

middle-ware for IoT applications which optimize the delay. However, study un-

dertaken has revealed that the traffic routing by selecting the closest brokers to

optimize the delay of communication and congestion not enough to obtain ef-

fective real-time real-time IoT system. Therefore, to obtain an effective real-time

real-time IoT system a mechanisms for stable broker selection is needed.

– Papers [1,3] offer mechanism for resource discovery and that allows the detection

unpredictable resource availability.

– Concerning devices mobility, [2] approach don’t support it. Proposal of a middle-

ware like EMMA [1] and DM-MQTT [3] that support mobility of devices is nec-

essary.

– The use of an MQTT middle-ware that gives more stable network meaning dy-

namic and zero configuration is suitable, as EMMA [1] and MQTT-RD [3] made.

This is why DM-MQTT [2] can’t be considered sufficient for IIoT and real-time

applications. To provide a stable network connection between MQTT devices and

brokers should be transparent.

– The amount of data gathered increases exponentially according the growth of

the number of connected devices. Authors in [2] take into consideration massive

communications when proposing their middle-wares.

4 Architecture Overview

Cloud Computing was the ideal paradigm for real-time IoT applications. It soon be-

came clear that Cloud Computing has many limits that affect negatively real-time

IoT application performance related to communication delay. The trend of solving
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Table 1 Main requirements of the proposed approach: ✗indicates that the requirement is not met,

Xindicates that the requirement is supported

Requirement EMMA [1] DM-MQTT [2] MQTT-RD [3]

Distributed X X X

Real-time ✗ ✗ ✗

Delay optimization X X ✗

Resource discovery X ✗ X

Resource management ✗ ✗ X

Mobility support X ✗ X

Dynamic configuration X ✗ X

Zero configuration X ✗ X

Massive communication ✗ X ✗

Transparently connection X ✗ X

this problem has been in the direction of performing calculations as possible close to

the device. To this end, many researchers tried to outline a new paradigm.

In this regard, many research studies suggest the use of Fog Computing. Studies

[5,12,9,11,35] show how Fog Computing benefit real-time IoT applications. In [8,

13,10] a general frameworks for industry applications were introduced. Papers [4,6,

7] use the Fog Computing for specific real-time applications. In [25] the authors have

suggested a framework for Fog resource management where they have an interest in

resource provisioning, they provided a delay-sensitive utilization of available Fog-

based computational resources. Fog is defined as mini-Clouds, these instances are

deployed near to the IoT devices [14]. The main merits of the use of Fog Computing

are generally related to minimizing bandwidth, latency, to support devices’ mobility

and improve security level. But over time the massive communication traffic in local

networks degrades the Computing resources i.e CPU, RAM which degrade the la-

tency. So it is necessary to have another complementary paradigm of Fog Computing.

To solve this problem a paradigm has been proposed that aims perform calculations

much closer to IoT devices. Through this paradigm, researchers sought to have low

latency but with more limited Computing resources. This paradigm is called Mist

Computing.

Mist Computing is located at the Edge of the network. In paper [28], authors have

introduced an algorithm to decide the best infrastructure Cloud, Fog, or Mist based

on restriction requirements such as latency. Authors in [29] have suggested the use

of Mist Computing to secure the architecture of smart and connected health. Papers

[30,31,32,33,34] the Mist Computing paradigm is presented.

We can conclude that these three paradigms are complementary. So to benefit

from the advantages of each paradigm it is very important to combine them. Also, it

should be noted that the use of heavy communication protocols i.e HTTP introduces

code complexity and message size overload. Therefore, to propose an architecture

combining the infrastructures of the Cloud, Fog, and Mist Computing the use of the

lightweight and super-fast protocols [31] not only preferable but also necessary and

especially the protocols based on the Publish-Subscribe communication models. In
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Fig. 3 Overview of Mist Computing Architecture

Figure 3 describe our proposed distributed architecture for real-time IoT network

based on Cloud, Fog and Mist Computing.

Based on the reference architecture of the Cloud, Fog, and Mist network, we sug-

gest a distributed architecture to provide real-time communication in time-sensitive

IoT applications. Our proposed architecture provides TCP and datagram connections

like UDP, sequentially we suggest the use of MQTT and MQTT-SN messaging pro-

tocols. Every single access network (TCP or UDP) is controlled by a single Edge

node. The latter plays the role of an MQTT broker, MQTT-SN gateway in access

network based on UDP, or a normal Gateway in access network based on TCP. Every

single Mist in the access network is controlled by a multiple Mist node. Each Mist

node acts as an MQTT-SN broker for neighboring IoT devices. It can receive requests

from multiple IoT devices of the same Mist . The offered architecture consists of five

components: Cloud server, Fog servers, Edge nodes, Mist nodes, and IoT devices.

Next, we describe each component independently of the others.

– IoT devices: they are devices equipped with actuators and sensors to collect data

from the environment where they are deployed. Any IoT device may be a Mist

node. The Mist nodes are the heart of architecture based on Mist Computing

and they have located at the level of the device. They are complex physical ele-

ments in other words they are the most powerful IoT devices of the device layer

i.e cameras, 3D scanners. Complex physical elements are equipped with micro-

controllers that can perform certain communication and data management tasks,

it is also necessary to note that their processing capabilities are limited [31]. In

access networks based on the TCP transport protocol, we have associated each

Mist node with an MQTT broker, in this case, each single Mist node is an in-

termediary in the interactions between IoT devices. Now in the access networks
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based on the UDP transport protocol we have associated a Mist node with both

an MQTT broker and an MQTT-SN gateway.

– Edge node: They are used to connect several networks i.e connect local networks

and the Internet network. In our case, they connect IoT devices to the Fog servers.

Also, They provide communication services and data management. Therefore, we

have associated its nodes with the MQTT servers.

– Fog Node: is the heart of architecture based on Fog Computing and they have

located between the Cloud and IoT devices. They may be physical elements i.e

computer, gateway, or virtual i.e virtual machine. The main services provided

by Fog nodes are data management and communication. For the communication

service, each Fog node has been associated with one or several MQTT brokers.

These MQTT brokers are intermediaries between IoT devices and users.

– MQTT controller : is a physical or virtual element that is responsible for first de-

ciding which Cloud Fog or Mist Computing infrastructure is the best to provide

Computing resources and communication service based on latency requirements

that are defied by MQTT devices. Secondly to control the network and reconfig-

ure it according to the criteria of CPU, energy, and latency.

– Cloud server, in this architecture, is used to group companies that have common

service interests and implement an MQTT server to gather common services from

Fog.

5 Proposed MQTT-MBD Approach

Despite the advantages of the MQTT messaging protocol it still unsuitable for time-

sensitive applications since it does not provide real-time communication between IoT

devices. And one of the solutions is to get close as possible the servers to the IoT de-

vices. For that, Mist Computing was used. To enjoy the benefits of the MQTT proto-

col and Mist Computing model, it’s evident that the adaptation of the MQTT protocol

and Mist Computing is one of the solutions to ensure real-time communication. Such

adaptation consists to creates an MQTT middle-ware based on Mist Computing to

ensure that time-sensitive applications meet their deadlines. In this regard, we sug-

gest a new approach for time-sensitive systems. The main objective of the proposed

approach consists of distributing MQTT brokers in IoT architectures based on Mist

Computing. To identify our approach we were set a name for it. The proposed ap-

proach is called as MQTT-MBD. The acronym MQTT-MBD is for MQTT-Broker

Distribution based on Mist Computing.

In the rest of this section, we detail and present the principle and the operation

process of the MQTT-MBD proposed approach.

5.1 MQTT-MBD Principle

In IoT communications based on MQTT protocol all IoT devices (publisher and sub-

scribers) exchange messages through an MQTT broker. All publishers sent captured

data to the MQTT broker. Then, the MQTT broker transfers the analyzed results to
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the desired subscribers. To recapitulate, published data are routed from the publishers

to subscribers by MQTT brokers. In traditional IoT Cloud architecture, MQTT bro-

kers are located on the network and centralized to Cloud nodes. Here, MQTT brokers

serve IoT devices from different locations. Such a strategy raises the delay of com-

munication due to several issues. Some of the issues associated with the increase of

the communication delay are:

– MQTT broker failures cripple the time-sensitive applications and prevent com-

munication between IoT devices. This makes sense cuz there is no other MQTT

broker to process published data and subscription requests.

– The growth of the IoT devices number increases the processing delay resulting

inappropriate deadlines of the time-sensitive applications.

– Since publisher and subscribers with the same topic bellow to the same access

network, sending data to the Cloud for analysis and returning results to IoT de-

vices is an unnecessary delay. This increases the latency and affects negatively

the performance of real-time applications.

Even though, recent research suggests distributing multiple brokers to Fog and

Edge nodes to improve the problems of centralizing MQTT brokers, this type of

distribution does not ensure that IoT time-sensitive applications meet their deadlines.

Hence, the goal of our approach is to allow real-time communications by dis-

tributing MQTT brokers to Mist nodes. The principle of the MQTT-MBD is described

as follows. First, we propose to divide treatment over multiple MQTT brokers geog-

raphy distributed on Mist nodes. Second, we suggest getting close the task of data

analysis as possible to IoT devices to respect deadlines of real-time applications.

Since multiple MQTT brokers are distributed in IoT networks based on Mist

Computing a mechanism to allocate the appropriate MQTT broker that provides real-

time communication between IoT devices that produce data and IoT devices that

consume data is needed.

Next, we describe the MQTT-MBD process enabling MQTT brokers allocation

but above all, we present the operation process to connect MQTT clients with a suit-

able broker.

5.2 Operation Process

In this work, we aim to improve the quality of communication between MQTT pub-

lishers and subscribers for time-sensitive applications. The improvement here is to

minimize the communication delay and ensure that the time-sensitive applications

meet their deadlines. In the context of the Mist environment, many MQTT brokers

are hosted in Cloud, Fog, Edge, and Mist nodes to ensure the messages exchange

process between the MQTT publishers and subscribers. In some case, publishers and

subscribers need to be connected to the appropriate MQTT broker that improves the

delay of communication and ensure deadlines. Thereby we set an assembly of the

process enabling to connect the MQTT clients to the appropriate MQTT brokers with

the attention of allowing real-time message exchange. As shown in Figure 4, this as-

sembly is made of four processes. All these processes are initiated and controlled by
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the MQTT management controller located in appear network level at the Fog layer

(as defined in figure 3).

In the registration process, publishers and subscribers are registered to obtain the

IP address of the appropriate MQTT brokers by providing their IP address, topics of

interest, and the deadlines values to the MQTT controller. To register, the publishers

and subscribers send PINGREQ (ping request [1]) packet to the MQTT controller

containing the needed information. Next, the MQTT controller analyses the received

PINGREQ packet to arrange for the publisher and subscribers to have the same topic

in one group. Once the registration is done the publisher and subscribers keep waiting

until the MQTT controller sends a PINGRES (ping response [1]) messaging contain-

ing the IP address of the MQTT broker.

The second process is known as MQTT brokers selection. It aims to allocate the

appropriate MQTT broker to each group of publisher and subscribers. This process

is based on 3 criteria for the MQTT brokers selection. These criteria are:

– The MQTT broker should verify the real-time constraint.

– The MQTT broker should have enough energy to perform his operation

– The MQTT broker should have sufficient Computing capabilities (CPU) to per-

form and sustain the required computations.

After the allocation of the appropriate MQTT broker, we go to the assignment

process. The assignment is the process that informs the MQTT publishers and sub-

scribers of the suitable MQTT broker through a third party which is the Edge nodes.

To do that, the MQTT controller sends the IP address of every selected MQTT broker

to an adequate group of MQTT clients. For every group, the MQTT controller sends

a PINGRES message containing the IP address of the suitable broker to the Edge

nodes. The Edge nodes analyze the received message to retrieve the IP address of

the destination and so on of the broker, then it broadcast the broker’s address to their

destination in PINGRES message.

Now we detail the Connection process. After the IP address of the MQTT broker

reaches the registered nodes, the connection between the subscriber or publisher and

the target MQTT selected broker is established. This step aims to open the connection

by the MQTT broker with publishers and subscribers. Here the typical scenario of

connection is applied, publishers and subscribers sent a CONNACT message to the

broker and the broker responds by CONNACK message.

6 MQTT Broker Selection

To recall, we suggested distributing the MQTT brokers over different Mist nodes to

satisfy the deadlines constraints of some time-sensitive applications. In the suggested

approach Cloud, Fog, Edge, and Mist Computing complement and cooperate to sat-

isfy the IoT applications’ needs. Consequently, a large number of MQTT brokers

are available in different locations. These locations are Cloud, Fog, Edge, and Mist

nodes. The challenge here is to select the MQTT brokers that satisfy the deadline con-

straint of real-time applications and by the way select the shortlist path to the broker

to reduce energy consumption.Therefore, we need a process to select suitable MQTT
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Fig. 4 Operation process to connect the MQTT publishers and subscribers to the appropriates MQTT

brokers.

brokers for the groups of MQTT clients. The selection process picks and allocates

the appropriate MQTT broker for a group of MQTT clients. MQTT controller uses

this module to speedily lock up for an IP address of the most potential MQTT broker

for a group of MQTT clients.

In the rest of this section, we detail the process of MQTT brokers selection. Next,

we present an algorithm for the Mist broker selection.

6.1 Process Description

The MQTT broker for a group of MQTT clients may be one of the MQTT brokers

hosted in Cloud, Fog, Edge, and Mist nodes. And built on the deadline constraint, we

can decide such or such MQTT broker is suitable for a group of MQTT clients. Based

on two hypotheses, the MQTT controller follows five steps to perform the MQTT

broker selection process. The first hypothesis that all MQTT clients of the same group

belong to the same access network. The second one is that Cloud, Edge, and Fog

nodes are powerful nodes that have enough energy and computational capabilities to

process any coming task.

Figure 5 describes the different steps of the MQTT broker selection process in

sequential order. The figure clearly shows that the MQTT broker selection process

follows five steps. The steps of the MQTT broker selection are:

Step 1. For every group of MQTT client the MQTT controller have to verify whether

the real-time constraint is satisfied by the Cloud brokers, if yes the selection process

for this group ends otherwise prove whether Fog brokers ensure that time-sensitive

application meets their deadlines.

Step 2. For all IoT devices of the same group MQTT controllers have to verify

whether the real-time constraint is satisfied by the Fog brokers, if yes the MQTT

controller ends the selection process for this group otherwise prove whether Edge

brokers meet the real-time restriction.
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Step 3. Now, the MQTT controller verifies for all groups not associated with a broker

if the Edge brokers satisfy the deadline constraint, if yes the selection process for this

group ends otherwise lockup for a Mist broker that meets the real-time restriction.

Step 4. After making sure that neither Cloud, Fog nor Edge brokers answer to real-

time restriction it has become necessary to build a list of eligible brokers within the

same Network. To select the most potential Mist broker which answers to real-time

restriction for all MQTT clients of the same group, the MQTT controller creates an

eligible broker list by selecting Mist brokers having enough Energy and CPU.

Step 5. Once, MQTT controller accomplishes the fourth step, it’s time to select the

Mist broker which proves real-time restriction from the Mist eligible brokers list.

Fig. 5 Flowchart of the MQTT broker selection process for all IoT devices of the same group.

6.2 MQTT Mist Broker Selection

Fog, Edge, and Mist Computing are closer to IoT devices than Cloud Computing.

And Mist Computing is the most closer one since it provides the lowest delay of

communication. But it suffers from limited resources, and it has fewer resources than

Fog, Edge, and Cloud. Hence in the Mist environment, the MQTT controller selects

the Mist node where the MQTT broker is hosted, having the highest resources and

satisfying the deadline constraint for a group of MQTT clients. To do that, the MQTT

controller verifies the feasibility of three conditions to select the MQTT broker. We

present these conditions from the more to the least priority as follows:

1. Condition 1 : The energy consumed per broker (E j) must be smaller or equal to

the energy threshold (Eth), (E j 6 Eth).
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2. Condition 2 : CPU utilization needed per broker (ρbh
) must be smaller than the

CPU utilization needed per broker’s node (γ), (ρbh
< γ).

3. Condition 3 : In order to meet the required data delivery time restriction, the

sensed data must be delivered to the subscriber (RRr→bh
) before minimum dead-

line constraint of the MQTT subscribers of the same group dsi
. Otherwise, the

process no longer serves any purpose (RRr→bh
6 Min(ds1

, ...,ds|Sr |
)).

Where :

– bh denotes the broker selected.

– Rr represents the a category of all IoT devices with the same topic r.

– E j is the energy consumed per broker on node j.

– Eth is the maximum energy threshold per broker.

– ρbk
denotes the CPU rate needed per broker.

– γ denotes CPU rate needed per node.

– RRr→bh
represents the end-to-end response time between Rr and bh.

– dsi
is the threshold of the recommended communication delay between pr ∈ Rr

and si ∈ Sr.

– Sr = {s1,s2, ...sn} is the set of IoT devices subscribed to topic r, where |Sr| is the

total number of subscriber with the same topic r.

– pr denotes the publisher to topic r.

Thence, The step of selecting a Mist broker for all devices with the same topic

must go through two steps, examine the eligibility of Mist brokers to be processed and

choose the eligible Mist brokers simultaneously by examining real-time constraints.

In the beginning, as shown in Algorithm 1 the MQTT controller starts by proving the

resources of the broker. Here, the main goal is to build an eligible broker list from

the available broker set. So, it is necessary to check the eligibility of all Mist brokers

existing in the same Network. Thus, we have set the first two conditions discussed

above. The Mist broker must be added to the eligible list only if he meets the first two

conditions. Once, we have built the set of eligible Mist brokers it is time to choose

the selected broker of all IoT devices with the same topic. Any selected Mist broker

must satisfy the real-time constraints.

For the algorithm Mist Broker Selection (MBS), we define these symbols :

– B is the set of the available Mist brokers in the same network, and |B| is the

number of available Mist brokers.

– Be represents all eligible Mist broker set, and |Be| is the number of eligible Mist

brokers.

– R is the list of all IoT devices category.

– bh denotes the broker selected.
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Algorithm 1 Mist Broker Selection

Input B,R
Output bh

/* Build the eligible broker (Be) set from B */

Be := {}
for k = 1 to B do

bk := Current Broker (B)

if Condition 1 then

if Condition 2 then
Be := Be ∪bk

/* Select the appropriate MQTT broker from Be according Feasibility Condition 3

*/

for r = 1 to R do
Rr := Topic r’s Group (R)

pr := Current r’s Topic Publisher (Rr)

Sr := Current r’s Topic Subscribers (Rr)

k := 1

while RRr→bk
> MIN(ds1

, ...,ds|Sr |
) do

bk := Current Eligible Broker (Be)

/* Calculate the End-to-End response time */

Rbk
:= Apply Equation 14 or 20

Rbk→pr
:=Apply Equation 3

for i = 1 to Sr do
Rbk→si

:= Apply Formula 4

Rpr→si
:= Rbk→si

+Rbk→pr
+Rbk

RRr→bk
:= MAX(Rpr→s1

,Rpr→s2
, ...,Rpr→sn )

k := k+1

bh := bk

SendToEdgeNode(bh, Rr)

6.3 Broker Failures

MQTT brokers play a crucial role in real-time IoT systems based on publisher-

subscriber communication models. Any failure of these entities affects the network

negatively. Therefore, it is important to study and solve the malfunction and change

of any MQTT broker.

This phase consists of reconfiguring the network according to the states of the

MQTT brokers. A key step in reconfiguring the network is to migrate MQTT publish-

ers and subscribers from one broker to another. Considering the three main purposes

that case the network re-configuration, namely:

– MQTT clients can lose the connection with a broker due to several issues. Hence

we need an alternative plan. This plan is to migrate the MQTT clients of the same

group to a second MQTT broker satisfying the real-time constraint.

– The second purpose that may lead us to reconfigure the network is the lack of

energy of the node where hosted the selected broker. This lack refers to the fact

that the energy needed to perform the MQTT broker tasks became much bigger

than the threshold (E j > Eth). Because of this lack, we propose to migrate the

MQTT clients to another MQTT broker that satisfies the deadline constraint.
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– The lessness of resources of the MQTT broker increases the processing delay of

the tasks. Increasing this delay enlarges the communication delay between the

MQTT publisher and subscribers. In such a case, the end-to-end response time

between bk and Rr became much bigger than the minimal deadline of the sub-

scribers set (RRr ,bk
> Min(ds1

, ...,ds|Sr |
)). How to solve this issue is a challenge.

Here, plan B is to migrate all the IoT devices of the same group to another MQTT

broker that has the capabilities to follow his missions.

As the CPU is one of the brokers’ computational resources, we need to control it.

Once the CPU rate of the selected broker is much bigger than the CPU rate the node

needs (ρbk
> γ), we suggest applying the workload balancing across multiple MQTT

brokers. Workload balancing is a technical word. Workload balancing is the process

that divides the tasks on different nodes to ensure the effectiveness of the systems.

Periodically, Fog, Edge, and Mist nodes send the current state of its energy and

CPU. Based on its values, the MQTT controller resets the conditions of feasibility.

In case the non-feasibility test is checked the MQTT controller re-select an MQTT

broker based on the restriction requirement. If the MQTT controller does not receive

the status of the broker in its desired period, it sends it a ping message to test its

connectivity after a timeout if no response is received the MQTT controller restarts

the selected broker selection step.

7 End-to-End Delay Analysis

As we are focusing on real-time IoT applications, the response time analysis is needed

to verify the timing constrains especially deadlines.

Related to the MQTT communication model based on publisher and subscriber,

we define the end-to-end delay or response time (noted: R
bk
pr→si

) as the elapsed delay

from a publisher (pr) to a subscriber (si) passing through a broker (bk). This delay is

computed as the sum of delays of publishing a message to the broker (noted: Rbk→pr
),

the broker treatment (Rbk)and the subscriber receiving the message. Thus, the follow-

ing equation of the end-to-end response time:

Rbk
pr→si

= Rbk→pr
+Rbk→si

+Rbk
(1)

Where:

1. Rbk→pr
is the delay induced by the transmission network between b

k
and pr.

2. Rbk→si
is the delay induced by the transmission network between b

k
and si.

3. Rbk
is the average time within a broker.

In practical cases, we not only working with one subscriber and publisher for

a message topic in the broker. We assume a set of publishers (noted: P), a set of

subscribers (noted: S) related to each group of nodes that work on the same message

topic. The global end-to-end response time will be associated with all these possible

links between publisher nodes and subscriber nodes. The response time will change
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according to the location of these nodes. We can compute the worst-case end-to-end

response time of nodes related to a topic and a broker:

RRr→bk
= Maxpi∈P(R

bk

pi→bk
)+Rbk

+Maxsi∈S(R
bk

bk→si
) (2)

In the following sections, we will develop the details of computing the response

times from publisher to broker and from broker to subscriber. They depend on the

communication delay according to MQTT protocol and multi-hop communication.

7.1 Communication Delay

The architecture of the proposed MQTT-MBD approach well handles TCP/IP and

UDP/IP wireless access networks to connect things. And to ensure the reliability

of message transmission both MQTT and MQTT-SN support three levels of QoS.

Hence, the transmission delay between publisher client, broker server, and subscriber

client depends on both the QoS and the messaging protocol. Thus, an MQTT client

must be connected to the broker before the transmission of data, therefore we must

add the TCP connections to the broker [24] within the communication delay. For

example for QoS=0, the communication delay between pi and bk is given by equation

3.

Rpi→bk
= Rpi→bk

(CONNECT )+Rpi→bk
(PUB) (3)

And the transmission delay between si and bk in TCP/IP access network is given

by formula 4.

Rbk→si
= Rsi→bk

(CONNECT )+Rsi→bk
(SUB)+Rbk→si

(PUB) (4)

To be able to determine the communication delay, we need to compute the delays

spend at each link from a source node to a destination node. As we are using multi-

hop networks, intermediate nodes will have the role of routing messages from the

publisher to the broker and then from the broker to the subscriber. The next sections

will deal with the one hop delay to then determine the multi-hop delay.

7.1.1 One-hop Response Time Analysis

In this section, we will determine the response time related to one direct link from

a node to its neighbor node. This depends on the medium access sub-layer (MAC:

Medium Access Control) that gives the manner to get access to the network and then

to directly send data.

In IoT access networks, the most used wireless networks are Wireless Sensor Net-

works (WSN), Personal Area Networks (PAN) as Zigbee, Z-Wave, and also Wi-Fi 6

for Low-Power IoT. All these networks are based on contention access that uses the

CSMA/CA as a MAC protocol to ensure transmission with minimal interference and

collisions. To gain access for transmission, the CSMA/CA uses a contention win-

dow of size W, where every single node can choose a random instance from W to

transmit data. The use of CSMA/CA reduces collisions or interference by minimiz-

ing the probability of having another concurrent access. In the case of a collision
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caused by simultaneous transmissions, there will apply a back-off of random choice

before access to re-transmit data, this operation prevents having the collision for an-

other time. The collision probability is related to the waiting contention window of

the back-off (W) and the number of neighboring nodes (N) in the same transmission

range (in which these nodes can be in interference in their transmissions). Referring

to research studies [19,20,22] the probability that a node transmits into a random slot

in the contention window is 1/W .Thus, the probability that a node correctly trans-

mits data without interference with another is (1− 1
N
)

N−1
. Therefore, the collision

probability is given by formula 5.

Pcollision = 1− (1−
1

W
)N−1 (5)

In addition to collisions, there is the problem of transmission errors that are com-

mon in wireless networks. The probability of error on the transmission of a packet is

given by the equation 6 where Psize indicates the packet size and BER is for Bit Error

Rate that may be around 10−4 [20].

Perror = BER∗Psize (6)

Considering the two main purposes that cause the non-delivery of a packet, namely

errors due to collisions and on transmissions. The probability of non-delivery of a

package β is determined by the equality 7.

β = Pcollision +Perror (7)

On every single transmission, a positive acknowledgment message is sent. In

case of no positive acknowledgment message is received, nodes will re-transmit the

packet, as a result, the delay of transmission packet increases. Based on the research

paper [21], the necessary average number of re-transmission until reaching the deliv-

ery of the packet is specified by equation 8.

Ñt =
β

1−β
(8)

Based on the number of re-transmission, we calculate the average of successful

delivery transmission time as shown in equation 9.

C̃ = Ñt ∗TmacAckWaitDuration +TTrans +TAck (9)

Where TmacAckWaitDuration is the maximum waiting time on acknowledgment, TTrans

is the packet transmission time which depends on the wireless network transmission

rate and TAck is the acknowledgment time.
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7.1.2 Multi-hop Response Time Analysis

Now, we will generalize the delay from the one hop to multi-hops by taking into

account the path where the data packets go through intermediate nodes that forward

these packets to reach the destination node.

To represent the transmission treatment of each node we used the M/M/1 queue.

The main parameters of the used queue are the service rate µi and arrival rate λi. µi

is given according to equation 9 on the average delivery time of a single-hop packet.

λi is calculated in function of the packets generated and forwarded by this node.

Communication between a node and the broker goes through a path of interme-

diate nodes which will route the communications. A node i has a generated traffic

with a rate of packets noted: gi to be sent, but it can also forward the packets with a

rate of forwarded packets noted: fi of the others nodes [27] which have chosen it as

an intermediate node in their communication paths noted path( j). The values of the

arrival rates and the service rates, in this case, are estimated as follow:

λi = gi + fi,µi = 1/C̃i (10)

Referring to the principle of estimating arrival rates of the paper [23], we can

consider that the forwarded packet rate fi passing through a node i is the sum of

the packet rates generated g j through the j nodes and passing through their routing

through the node i.

fi = ∑
∀ j/i∈path( j)

g j (11)

In the case of the M/M/1 queuing model the waiting time in the node is given by

Wi =
1

µi−λi
where:

Wi =
1

1/C̃i − (gi +∑∀ j/i∈path( j) g j)
(12)

Finally, we conclude the multi-hop response time for communication along a path

from a source (i) to a destination (k) as the sum of the waiting times in each interme-

diate node of the path as shown in equation 13.

Ri→k = ∑
j∈path(i→k)

Wj (13)

7.2 Delay within Broker Model

Throughout this section, we adopt this mathematical notation related to M/M/1 queue

for the broker:

– qin for inbound queue.

– qsi,out for outbound queue.

– µin represents the service rate.

– λin represents the arrival rate.

– λpi,r is the rate of publication of message of topic r by publisher pi.

– λin is arrival rate of published events or messages.
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– µin denotes the service rate of the published events or messages.

For energy conception prevention, the IoT nodes use the sleeping mode to pre-

serve their energy. Every node makes the plan of periods for sleeping as inactive

period (noted off) and other periods to be active for transmission (noted on). In this

case we use the on/off queue model [15,16,18,17].

– Ton is the active period.

– To f f is the inactive period.

– λsi,out denotes the subscriber notification rate.

– λsi,o f f represents arrival rate of virtual event.

– λsi
represents arrival rate of normal event.

7.2.1 Broker Model in Default Delivery

According to the work process of the MQTT broker in default delivery mode, the

queuing model can be used to analyze his performance as shown in figure 6. The

waiting time in the MQTT broker (bk) depends only on the access queue, the access

queue is an inbound queue that queues the published events. Every inbound queue

is an M/M/1 queue characterised by the two parameters : the service rate (µin) and

the arrival rate (λin). As we consider multiple publishers of the same topic going to

single broker, the arrival rate will be the sum of all arrival publishers (λp1,r, ...,λpi,r)

as shown in the figure 6.

Fig. 6 The MQTT broker model in default delivery mode.

Hence, according to the response time of the M/M/1 queue, the time that an event

remains in the broker before it is served to subscribers can be calculated according to

the service rate and the arrival rate. Thus, the end-to-end response time in a specific

MQTT broker can be calculated as follow:

Rbk
=

1

µin −λin

(14)

7.2.2 Broker Model in Persistent Session

In default mode, The MQTT broker drops the message in the queue whenever the

publisher is disconnected. However, the persistent session model is made in the MQTT

broker to maintain the message in the queue independently of the session connection
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and disconnection. This mode is interesting in many IoT applications where publish-

ers and subscribers are connected and disconnected in independent ways. This per-

sistent mode is interesting in the case of energy preservation mode where we define

periods for activity and other periods for inactivity or sleeping. Thus, we can retain

messages in the broker queue independently of the alternation between disconnection

in the sleep period and connection in active period.

Therefore, the process of sending and receiving data for a subscriber must be

performed at the period of activation T and blocked at the period of sleep To f f . Fre-

quently, this phenomenon is called the duty cycle. A duty cycle is the proportion of

delay during which the sending and receiving process is on during each complete

cycle. As shown in equation 15 giving Ton is the activity period and Ton is the sleep

period then the cyclic ratio is the proportion of the active period over the total time of

a cycle.

dc =
Ton

Ton +To f f

(15)

Building on recent works [15,16,18,17], we model the performance within an

MQTT broker in persistent session mode basing on queue network theory. As shown

in 7 each broker uses one inbound to receive and process published events and multi-

ple outbound queues in parallel to retain and to transmit events to subscribers. Hence,

two types of queues are used 1) Queuing Centre 2) ON/OFF queuing centre (As in fig-

ure 7). The On/OFF queuing is added to model the intermittent connection of nodes

due to the sleeping mode of nodes especially subscribers.

Fig. 7 The MQTT broker model in persistent delivery mode.

The receiving and processing service is maintained by one M/M/1 queue. Events

line up in the queue in the order of their arrival then this queue center applies the

first-come-first-served (FCFS) principle. Each publisher is based on Poisson Process

for publishing events to a broker.

Each outbound queue depends on two periods of time subscriber’s active period

and inactive. Thus, it is necessary to calculate the parameters of this type of queue

according to active and inactive periods. To evaluate the ON/OFF Queue Centre.

We introduce two event classes normal events and virtual off events that follow the

active/inactive timing of the subscriber. During an inactive period, only one case is
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possible, normal events can arrive without one leaving. And during the active period,

only two cases are possible, the first case is that a normal event can leave with a

normal event can arrive, the second case is that a virtual off event arrives at the end

of Ton and be processed along with To f f .

Thus, the arrival rate of the off event λsi,o f f is specified as [17]:

λsi,o f f =
1

Ton +To f f

(16)

For a given subscriber the average response time within a broker can be computed

as follows:

Rbk
= Rin +Rsi ,out (17)

Where Rin the response time according to the queue centre and Rsi ,out ,out is the

response time of the on/off queue.

Building on the standard solutions and according to the response time in the

M/M/1 queues, the average delay for si into qin is given by:

Rin =
1

µin −λin

(18)

Referring to the research study [17], the principle of delay calculation for a given

si within the qsi,out server center of the broker bk is defined as follow:

Rsi,out =

T 2
si ,o f f

Tsi ,on+Tsi ,o f f
+

Tsi ,on+Tsi ,o f f

Tsi ,on

1−λsi
Dsi,on

Tsi ,on+Tsi ,o f f

Tsi ,on

(19)

Consequently, form on equations 18 and 19 we use equation 17 to derive the

global response time of message to be delivered to a given subscriber si using the

broker bk is:

Rbk
=

1

µin −λin

+

T 2
si ,o f f

Tsi ,on+Tsi ,o f f
+

Tsi ,on+Tsi ,o f f

Tsi ,on

1−λsi
Dsi,on

Tsi ,on+Tsi ,o f f

Tsi ,on

(20)

8 Resources Models

The resource constraints are selective criteria for the broker. Fewer resources will lead

to change the broker node for the one that has enough resources to execute correctly

the MQTT messaging services. In the following sections, the focus will be on the

performance parameters: CPU and Energy.
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8.1 CPU Model

Each node has a CPU that needs to perform its tasks. In this regard, we consider uti-

lization of the CPU noted γ to every single node to meet its internal needs. A broker

bk receives several requests to register for message topics and several requests for

publications. So, each broker is characterized by its CPU utilization rate noted ρbk,

provided that the assigned tasks must not exceed the CPU resource of the node to

which is integrated. Also, it should be noted that the total CPU utilization rate of a

single node where a broker is integrated is less or equal to 1 (CPU 6 1). The CPU

monitoring rule of any broker is to compare his CPU utilization rate to a static thresh-

old where the static threshold is the maximum node CPU utilization rate. Therefore,

we can write the correlation between ρbk :broker’s CPU utilization rate and 1− γ
100

: static threshold by the formula 21 ,on condition that 0 6 ρbk
< 1. If ρbk

is greater

than 1− γ
100

, it means the processor is overloaded and the broker can’t receive another

request. In this case, we propose to balance the workload between several MQTT bro-

kers. Here, the workload balancing appoints the process of dividing a group of tasks

of an MQTT broker on a set of brokers. The main objective of the workload balanc-

ing is to make the global treatment more efficient in terms of end-to-end response

time (Latency). Thus, the threshold of the broker CPU utilisation ρbk
is given by the

following formula:

ρbk
< 1−

γ

100
(21)

As we have used M/M/1 queuing model for the broker services, we can deduce the

broker utilization according to that model to then verify it according to the equation

21 as a CPU contain to be satisfied. The server utilization according to M/M/1 for the

broker bk represents can be calculated as :

ρbk
=

λin

µin

(22)

In the case of MQTT persistent mode and the related model, we have used two

types of queues with brokers. Referring to Figure 23 , the broker CPU utilisation will

refers to the two queues as following :

ρbk
=

λin

µin

+
n

∑
i=1

λsi

µsi,on

(23)

8.2 Energy Consumption Model

An MQTT broker can be installed in an IoT device with energy constraints which is

powered by a battery. When the energy of the device is insufficient then the broker

will be unable to carry out his missions for his clients. Therefore, it is very impor-

tant to know the energy consumed by the broker. Derived from the analytical energy

consumption model discussed in articles [25,36,27] four main states must be taken :

– Reception: In this state, every single device is in its period of activity, it carries

out the procedure of receiving data forwarded from other nodes in the form of

packets.
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– Transmission: Every single device carries out the procedure of transmitting for-

warded and generated packets in the period of activity.

– Sleep: Every single device has an inactive period to conserve energy but this does

not prevent the energy of the devices during these periods from degrading.

– Idle: In this situation, devices are in active period but they don’t execute any

procedure, they are just sniffing for the packets.

According to [19], to calculate the transmission energy consumption for a device

i, we simply use:

– number of packets sent: To calculate it, we simply multiply the rate of packets

forwarded ( fi) and generated (gi) by the duration of the transmission period t. We

assume that the number of packets sent is represented as follows:

Np = t.( fi +gi) (24)

– The energy expended for a single data packet and an acknowledgment packet, an

acknowledgment packet is intended to validate the reception of the packets for-

warded by other nodes. To calculate the energy expended for a single data packet,

we simply multiply the transmission energy consumption per second (etx) and the

data packet transmission delay (T Pkt) as mathematically represented in formula

25. And to calculate the energy expended for a single acknowledgment packet,

we simply multiply the transmission energy consumption per second (etx) and the

acknowledgment packet transmission delay (TAck) that is formally introduced by

26.

Ep = etx.T Pkt (25)

Eacketx.TAck (26)

Hence, from 24, 25 and 26 we can define the energy consumption for a device i

caused by transmission until t seconds as follows:

Etx = t.et x.(T Pkt.(Ñt +1).(gi + fi)+TAck. fi) (27)

Likewise the energy consumption caused by transmission calculated in 27, we

determine the energy consumption for a device i produced by reception until t seconds

along these lines:

Erx = t.erx.(TPkt .(Ñt +1). fi +TAck.(gi + fi)) (28)

Where erx is the energy consumption per second in reception state. An IoT device

with no procedure to do may be in the sleep or idle state. To calculate the energy

consumed by a device i in idle state simply multiply the duty cycle (dc) by the energy

consumption per second in idle state (eidle) as represented in 29, where dc represent

the period of activation of the device i and it can be estimated as represented in

formula 15.

Eidle = t.eidle.dc (29)

As the same manner, we can calculate the energy consumed by a device i in sleep

state during inactivity period which calculate as: 1−DutyCyclei:

Esleep = t.eidle.(1−dc) (30)
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Refer to equality 27, 28 and 29 the total energy consumption for a device i can be

obtained in such a way:

Ei(t) = Erxi
(t)+Etxi

(t)+Esleepi
(t)+Eidlei

(t) (31)

By hypothesis, we considered that the MQTT brokers will be always active to main-

tain a continuous interaction with publishers and subscribers nodes. As a result, IoT

devices selected to be brokers are implemented do not use sleep mode. For this, we

can predict the energy consumed for the broker node by the following formula:

Ei(t) = Erxi
(t)+Etxi

(t)+Eidlei
(t) (32)

9 Performance Evaluation

In the first place, to perform the performance of our approach we have implemented

a simulation tool written in python 3.7 based on the discussed analytical performance

models. We have used the Networx 2.5 package for the network topology construc-

tion and the matplotlib.pyplot package for the network visualization. In the second

place, we have evaluated the proposed approach. The evaluation criteria are relayed

to the main objective of the proposed approach. Our approach aims to select the po-

tential MQTT home broker where the selected broker ensures the delivery of data

within delay constraints. It is attached to the different metrics considered to evaluate

the efficiency of the proposed approach: End-to-End response time and Energy.

9.1 End-to-end response time Evaluation

To assess the potential of the proposed approach in terms of end-to-end response time,

our proposed approach MQTT-MBD and the presented related works approaches and

the Extended-EMMA approach based on Mist Computing were simulated. The re-

lated works are: MQTT-RD, DM-MQTT, and EMMA build an MQTT broker on the

Edge node. And for the Extended-EMMA, we proposed to apply the principle of the

delay optimization suggested by the authors of EMMA on Mist nodes. This principle

consists of providing the most closer broker to the subscribers or the publisher inde-

pendently from each other, here an additional communication delay arises due to the

topic bridging between brokers.

9.1.1 Simulation Environment

The simulation was conducted in a multi-hop wireless sensors network having a mesh

topology with 201 nodes. In the basic simulation scenario, one node was deployed as

publisher node, 3 nodes were deployed as MQTT broker nodes where Edge broker

and two Mist brokers, 3 nodes are deployed as subscriber nodes while all the rest

nodes were router, gateway, etc. Every single subscriber node remains in the ON and

OFF states for exponentially distributed periods Ton = 2s, To f f = 10s. Each node in

the network was connected to another node in the transmission range of 100 meters.
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To enable the comparison of our proposed and related works approaches based

on Edge Computing and the Extended-EMMA approach based on Mist Computing,

we were observed different scenarios and calculated the metric end-to-end response

time based on the analytical performances models. The main observed scenarios are

:

– Increases the OFF states of the subscribers by increment the to f f period. The

increment per to f f is 10s.

– Increases the number of brokers deployed in the network. The increment per iter-

ation is 1 brokers.

– Increases the number of nodes set up in the network. The increment per iteration

is 50 nodes.

– Increases the range of connection between nodes. The increment per iteration is

10 meters.

– Increases the CPU utilization rate. To increase CPU utilization rate, we increased

the arrival rate on the broker (λin).

9.1.2 Simulation Results

First, we varied the metrics associated with the network to compare the proposed

MQTT-MBD approach to the related works and Extended-EMMA. The goal here

is to prove the effectiveness of MQTT-MBD and learn the metrics that improve the

proposed solution.

The curves 8 demonstrate the calculation of the simulation scenario where vary-

ing the number of the brokers. For our approach and Extended-EMMA approach,

it is detected that more the number of brokers increases more the maximum end-

to-end response time decrease, this is because the MQTT broker comes near to the

subscribers and publishers. While the related works such as DM-MQTT have an end-

to-end response time stable because the broker for this approach is static. Judged

against the works of literature, MQTT-MBD is more efficient since more Mist brokers

are distributed closer to the publishers and subscribers. Hence the tasks are processed

much closer to MQTT clients. As a result, the transmission delay becomes negligible

against the delay within an MQTT broker. And judged against Extended-EMMA, we

conclude that the communication delay of the Extended-EMMA approach gets close

to the communication delay of MQTT-MBD. Finally, we conclude that the number

of Mist brokers is an important factor for the effectiveness of MQTT-MBD, as the

number of brokers increases the delay of communication decrease.

The carving 9 shows the results of the simulation scenario where varying the pe-

riod of inactivation of the subscribers To f f . We noticed that more the To f f increases

the PUBLISH message needs much time to achieve the subscriber. Our proposed

approach improves the Extended-EMMA approach, whatever the To f f value the end-

to-end delay of the literature approach is greater than ours. The increase of the de-

lay of inactivation of the subscribers increases the communication delay. Here the

communication delay expands because of the time within an MQTT broker increase.

From this simulation, we summarized that this metric does not affect the efficacity of

the MQTT-MBD, nor the related works and Extended-EMMA since it has the same

impact overall the approach.
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As shown in the figure 10, the increase in the range of connections has a positive

effect on the delay of communication between MQTT clients for all the implemented

approaches. This comes down to the reduction of the length of the path between pub-

lishers and subscribers. This reduction is justified by the fact that more paths between

MQTT clients occur and the probability of having a short path is high. And the curves

prove these conclusions. Despite that the MQTT broker and his location are static for

the literary works, we conclude that the metric of the connectivity range helps the

Edge-based approach to satisfy the real-time communication because we notice that

the more the connectivity range increase the communication path is shorter and the

communication delay decrease consequently. Also, we notice the same conclusions

for MQTT-MBD and the Extended-EMMA approaches. But what about the effec-

tiveness of the proposed MQTT-MBD in this scenario. The MQTT-MBD is the most

effective for real-time communication since it granted less communication delay.

The figure 11 illustrates the same phenomenon as the figure 10 since enlarging the

number of devices may increase the number of the shorted path. New devices create

new links, consequently, a new link between the MQTT clients and the MQTT may

occur. By analyzing the values of the curves of this figure we conclude that for all the

implemented approaches the movement from the number of devices from 250 to 300

has a positive effect since the end-to-end delay decrease and this is justified by the

fact new shorter links are created, but when the number of devices is higher than 350

we observe that the delay of communication fixed because the positions of the new

devices do not enhance the length of the paths. This scenario shows that the proposed

MQTT-MBD is the most suitable approach for the time-sensitive application since it

provides the lowest delay of communication.

Now we varied the metrics related to MQTT brokers to show the effectiveness

of the proposed MQTT-MBD. The goal here is to prove that our approach solves the

problem of the resource lessness of the MQTT brokers. The figure 12 gathers in the

same graph, the CPU-based end-to-end response time curves of the related works,

Extended-EMMA, and the proposed approach. In this case, we show the effective-

ness of our approach without applying the strategy of workload balancing. Here, our

approach shows more efficient results than other approaches since it provides the least

delay of communication. The increase of the utilization rate of the CPU harms the

delay of communication, we observe from the curves that the delay of communica-

tion tends to infinity when the MQTT broker reaches his total Computing capabilities

(utilization rate of the CPU equals 1). To solve this issue we suggest optimizing the

delay of communication by dividing the task into multiple MQTT brokers to satisfy

the resource constraints and reduce the communication delay consequentially.

To show the effectiveness of this strategy we proposed that for a group of MQTT

clients the selected MQTT brokers need a utilization rate of CPU three times higher

than his capabilities. As the figure 13 shows every time the delay of communica-

tion of the MQTT group comes to 12 s it decreases immediately. This is because we

distribute the task in different brokers and share the overloaded resources between

brokers to reduce the load on brokers for better response time. We conclude that ev-

ery time the broker reaches a threshold of end-to-end delay the broker response time

increase immediately so that we ensure that the MQTT clients meet their timing con-
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Fig. 9 End-to-end delay between publisher and

subscribers by Varying the To f f Period
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Publisher and Subscribers by Varying the Con-

nectivity Range.
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Fig. 11 End-to-end delay between Publisher and

Subscribers by Varying the Number of Devices.

straints as deadlines. Since the related works and Extended-EMMA do not provide

such a strategy. Our approach is the most effective for real-time applications.
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subscriber by varying the CPU utilisation rate.
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subscriber by applying the strategy of workload

balancing for MQTT-MBD.
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9.2 Energy Analysis

9.2.1 Simulation Environment

To study the performance of the energy of our approach, we propose to simulate a

multi-hop wireless sensors network having tree topology to control the number of

jumps between MQTT clients and the broker. In this respect, a depth tree where the

level number equals 5 has been simulated and each node of the tree has an average of

3 children with all leaves are located at the same depth. To calculate the energy con-

sumption of devices we used the parameter values of MiCAz motes (IoT sensor node)

summarized by [19]. Below table 2 which provides the values of energy conception

that will be used.

Table 2 CC2420, MICAz motes parameters [19]

Parameters Value Description

Transmission data rate 250 Kbps

Transmission range 100 m

Current Draw 19,7 mA Receiver mode

17,4 mA Transmission mode

1 µA Sleep mode

10 µA Idle mode

Battery 1600 mAh 2X AA, 1.2V, Ni-Mh

We analyze the effectiveness of the results in the following three cases:

– Compare the cumulative energy of our approach and related works by varying the

time of the transmission, reception, and idle periods.

– Compare the cumulative energy of our approach and the related works based on

Edge Computing by varying number generated packet.

– Increases the number of hops between MQTT clients and the broker.

9.2.2 Simulation Results

Figure 14 illustrates the cumulative energy vs. time of the related works and MQTT-

MBD. The cumulative energy is the total energy needed to transmit a topic from the

publisher to the subscriber. Through the presented curves we observe that the MQTT-

MBD increases the lifetime of the network approximately two times higher than DM-

MQTT since the number of hops between publisher subscribers in MQTT-MBD is

much smaller than DM-MQTT. Also, as the time of the transmission, reception, and

idle period increase we can observe that the cumulative energy increases at his turn.

To conclude, we notice that MQTT-MBD is more efficient than the approach based

on Edge Computing as the MQTT-MBD approach maximizes the lifetimes of devices

while MQTT-RD runout the batteries of the devices quickly.

Now with the carving 15, we aim to study the effect of increasing the rate of

the generated packet on the cumulative energy of the MQTT-MBD and DM-MQTT
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approach. We notice that enlarging the generated packet rate increase the cumulative

energy. From the obtained results we conclude that for the same generated packet

rate our approach conserves the network energy two and a half times more than DM-

MQTT. We conclude that the proposed is more effective for the cumulative energy

of the network regardless of the rate of the generated packets. This is because the

number of hops between publishers and subscribers in MQTT-MBD is much smaller

than DM-MQTT.
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We conclude from the previous two simulations that the location of the MQTT

brokers is a principal factor in the consumption of energy since the number of hops

between the publisher and subscribers enlarges the cumulative energy of the network.

Figure 16 illustrates the results of this experimentation. We observed from the results

that the farther away the MQTT broker is from the MQTT clients, more the cumu-

lative energy of the network increase. Also, the MQTT broker on Mist nodes is the

foremost location for the access network to conserve energy since as we presented

that it provides less cumulative energy consumption and it conserves the energy for

much more time than the other position. Finally, we conclude that our MQTT-MBD is

the most effective than Edge, Fog, and Cloud paradigm in terms of energy consump-

tion since the Edge, Fog, and Cloud nodes further than Mist nodes. MQTT-MBD

optimizes the resource utilization of the network by minimizing the cumulative en-

ergy consumption, consequently, it maximizes the lifetimes of the IoT applications.

10 Conclusion

In a real-time Internet of Things (real-time IoT) system, communications between

publishers and subscribers with the same topic must occur in bounded time. Nowa-

days, the use of the Mist Computing paradigm is suitable for real-time communi-

cations between IoT devices. Since the MQTT protocol is the lightest and flexible

protocol for IoT applications it requires a broker distribution under the Mist Comput-

ing paradigm for real-time IoT systems. Broker builds on Mist nodes that are con-

strained devices. Extremely, additional problem, limited resource of Mist broker can
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Fig. 16 Cumulative Energy between Publisher and Subscriber by Varying MQTT Broker Position

increase the delay of communication between IoT devices. In this work, we propose a

distributed MQTT middle-ware under Mist Computing. The proposed MQTT-MBD

builds MQTT brokers on Mist nodes. Seeing the Mist nodes have limited resources,

we provide a mechanism to select the powerful Mist nodes satisfying the deadline

constraint.

We made simulations to prove the relevance of the proposed approach. We con-

struct two types of networks to test the effectiveness of MQTT-MBD. As a result, the

proposed approach provides real-time communication between IoT devices with the

same topic and belonging to the same access network by allowing data to proceed

in Mist nodes without connection to the Cloud, Fog, and edge nodes. In addition,

MQTT-MBD maximizes the lifetime of the real-time IoT system by minimizing the

cumulative energy of the system and the workload balancing between different bro-

kers.

From the scenarios of the simulation discussed above, we conclude that our ap-

proach is more efficient than EMMA, DM-MQTT, and MQTT-RD approach in terms

of end-to-end response time. The end-to-end response time of literature approaches

based on edge Computing paradigm is so higher than ours, and this goes back to the

topic bridging between brokers resulting a supplementary communication, the lack

of the workload balancing technique, and the static position of the broker.
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